Our Credentials module provides actionable intelligence around leaked, stolen and sold user credentials. We find compromised credentials in real-time on the open, deep and Dark Web, along with information about relevant malware used to steal the information.

Outpost24’s sinkholes, honeypots, crawlers and sensors are continuously searching for your stolen credentials, helping eliminate blind spots in your threat landscape.

**What business benefits does it deliver?**

1. Vastly reduce costs associated with incident detection and remediation
2. Reduce chances of suffering data breaches caused by stolen credentials
3. Mitigate the impact of GDPR penalties – mishandling data breaches could cost you €20 million or up to 4% of your annual turnover

**What does it do?**

1. Automatically detects compromised IPs and domains, plus identification and classification of malware infections
2. Discovers compromised user credentials with access to your systems
3. Enhances visibility of crime servers, rapidly reduces exploitation time by adversaries and improves incident response time

Contact info@outpost24.com for a demonstration.

**About Outpost24**

The Outpost24 group helps organizations limit their digital exposure with a complete range of cyber risk management solutions. Outpost24’s cloud platform unifies asset inventory, automates security assessments, and quantifies risk in business context. Executives and security teams around the world trust Outpost24 to prioritize the most important security issues across their entire IT infrastructure for accelerated risk reduction. Founded in 2001, Outpost24 is headquartered in Sweden, with additional offices in the US, the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, France, and Spain.